BKH Image Clearing-Click HERE for Audio File
1. Sukhasana “simple seated pose.”
Begin in a comfortable seated posture.
This can be cross-legged, legs extended
or kneeling. You can also do this in a
chair. Use props as needed to support
your body. Settle in. Get still and
connect to your breath. Let the belly,
shoulders and jaw relax.
2. Atman Affirmation
Light your candle as you state aloud: “I Am
Atman: spark of the Divine.” Gaze at the flame
and imagine one inside of you symbolizing the
True Self. No matter how small it feels, it’s there.
Fan it through 8 deep, mindful breaths seeing it
glow brighter and brighter.
3. Sage & Sat Nam
Hold the sage in your non-dominate hand and
light it in the candle flame. Trace figure 8’s in front of your body. Make
them as big as your painful body image is. Continue to breathe mindfully
watching the smoke pattern. You’re clearing the False Self image. To
further empower healing, chant 4 rounds of the mantra:
sat nam, sat nam, sat nam gi, wahe guru, wahe guru, wahe guru gi
Translation: “My name is Truth, owning my embodied wisdom reveals joy.”
4. OM Shanti
Lastly, place your hands in prayer at your
heart and chant the sound of OM 1-3 times.
This is the sound of all creation of which
you are a perfect part. Recite shanti, shanti,
shanti, peace, peace, peace and finish with
a bow forward honoring the light inside of
you and your willingness to heal.
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Sadhana Inspiration
At My Alter
At my alter
I cry
Tears of joy and pain
For dreams realized
For lives lost in vain
I see my real face
I weep
Feeling grace
Circles of women
Dance in my head
Along with images
Of those now dead
Celebration and sadness
Are married here
At my alter
All Truth
Nothing to fear
Reality revealed
They are one in the same
Welcome it all
And be free
~Julie Norman
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